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These ribbed arm warmers are knit from the opposite ends of the “Blossoms” cake to create coordinating mis-
matched mitts.  The ribbing allows them to stretch and fit cozily—whether you wear them up your arm, or scrunched 

at the wrist. 



Note:  If you’d like long arm warmers, you may wish to knit two at a time and use all of the cake.   
 
Using two circulars or set of double-pointed needles, CO 52 sts, with a foundational cast-on, like long-tail.  Join in the round, 
being careful not to twist sts.  Place marker to indicate start of round/row. 

 
Starting Cuff (palm) - knit in the round: 

Round 1:  *P1, k1* repeat from * to * to end of round. 

Round 2:  Knit. 

Repeat these two rounds for 1.75"/4.5 cm. 

 
Thumb Hole - knit flat: 

Row 1:  (RS)  *P1, k3* repeat from * to * to end of row. 

Row 2:  (WS)  K1, *p1, k3* repeat from * to * to last 3 sts, p1, k2.  

Repeat these two rows for 2"/5 cm. 

 
Body - knit in the round: 

Round 1:  *P1, k3* repeat from * to * to end of round. 

Round 2:  P2, k1, *p3, k1* to last st, p1. 

Repeat these two rounds until the pieces measures 14"/ 35.5 cm from cast-on edge.  If you prefer shorter arm warmers, work 
this section until you are about 3.25"/ 8.25 cm from the total length you’d like. 
 

Finishing Cuff (part one) - knit in the round:  

Round 1: *P2, k2* repeat from * to * to end of round. 

Repeat this round 8 times. 

 
Finishing Cuff (part two) - knit in the round: 

Round 1: *P1, k1, repeat from * to * to end of round. 

Round 2:  Knit. 

Repeat these two rounds for 2"/5 cm ending after working round 1. 

Bind-off loosely knitwise.  Weave in ends. 

MATERIALS:   

Yarn:  Wonderland Yarns “Blossoms” fingering weight, 80% superwash merino/20% nylon, 420 yards/4 oz; 1 cake:  
shown in limited-edition colorway “Velvet Bean” 

Needles & Notions: US size 3/3.25 mm needles OR size needed to get gauge, darning needle, stitch marker 

Gauge:  35 sts & 19 rounds = 4"/1o cm in body pattern stitch 

Measurements:  17.25"/44 cm long and 6"/15 cm around (with plenty of stretch to fit most) 

Abbreviations:  CO: cast on,  K: knit, P:  purl,  RS:  right side,  st/sts: stitch/es, WS:  wrong side,   * *:  repeat instructions 
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